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My Original Case Memo: 

Below I would like to focus on a very popular mobile game “王者荣耀“ ( mobile version lol ). 
The game is made by Timi Studio which is belong to Tencent, to some of the people, the game is 
originally made in China, but actually the concept is from League of Legends. Definitely 
Tencent is a company which has a long-term plan: they got the permission of running lol in 
China and saw the market of mobile game, then they changed it to a local version. The game has 
already launched two years, from a unknown game to a well-known game, they are really 
successful and might be defined as the most successful mobile game ever in history. Currently 
there are still a huge numbers of active online users, so they kept updating the game quality. Also, 
Tencent is working on exploring the oversea market on mobile game, they launched similar 
game in America and Europe. With the rich economic base, Tencent cooperated with marvel and 
other popular animation company to satisfy people with new heros. 

Wechat and QQ might be one thing that every Chinese knows, throw this product line, they 
successfully sell lots of products. And because Chinese cannot live without wechat, we can 
imagine Tencent already took all the market of this area. From my personal observation, Every 
mobile game tencent launched is successful, since the users are kept always. There are some 
similar lol style mobile games competed with 王者荣耀 but the reality is that they were all 
failed— they cannot beat Tencent at all. So who is the real competitor? The answer is, the 
competitor is themselves… the next popular game in China is PUBG (Playerunknown 
Battleground), Tencent is negotiating with Bluehole about taking the right of running this game 
in China ( like lol several years ago) and they already start working on creating mobile version 
PUBG. The fact is that Tencent is starting to move the center from 王者荣耀 to PUBG. 

I think Tencent is really smart and sensitive to the market. As a huge, wealthy company, they 
owned enough resources to successfully run a project and they always the first one to smell the 
chance and earn the first bucket of gold. 

 Theme: From PC to mobile, game changes nowadays 

Case Study Outline: 
I. Introduction 

A. Our protagonist, Donny(Shenjun), was a normal collage students like any other 
people several years ago. He worried about his future, his career direction when 
he was on senior year. At that time, mobile games in China were not as popular 
as what we see right now, most of the companies are still foucing on website 
games/ PC games. He luckily saw a Tencent program tittled “Product 
Management Trainee”, and started his unforgettable journey. After three years 
work and training, he has became the Strategist manager of the well-know 
mobile game “王者荣耀”. 

B. Cliffhanger: He is on his way back to Shenzhen to see some old friends, and 
passes his original house (a handshake building) in Baishizhou. He is thinks 
about purchasing the entire tract of land and turning it into affordable housing. 
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He went to class reunion party and saw lots of old friends, after having lunch 
some of the people opened their phones and matched games on 王者荣耀. After 
short introduction, classmates were all so surprised that Shenjun is the top leader 
of 王者荣耀.. 

II. Background 
A. Tencent main workspace in Shenzhen 
B. Overview of the Tencent gaming department 
C. Current tencent products and the focus  
D. History of Tencent successful products on mobile devices 
E. Data: numbers of people who play mobile game 

III. Details 
A. It is a “good time” to play mobile game: smartphone is powerful enough to load 

games based on 3D engine 
B. It is a “good time” to play mobile game: People’s behaviors are changed recent 

years 
C. It is a “good time” to make money on mobile applications: Wechat pay, Alipay, 

Apple pay… Chinese loves the online purchase experience. 
D. It is a “good time” to develop gaming industry in China: professional 

competition, advertisement income… 
 

IV. Appendix 
A. Growth figure of player numbers on China mobile games 
B. Pictures of popular mobile games 
C. Comparison pictures: PC game and the mobile version game 
D. Tencent product lines on mobile games 
E. Smartphone coverage rate 
F. Tencent Timi Gaming studio introduction 
G. News: Bring Chinese traditional culture to the mobile game 
H. News: Arena of Valor (5V5 arena game made by Tencent), the first try to the 

world market. 

 

 
 


